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THIBAULT BERTIN, JEAN VANDER AUWERA, SQUARES, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Bel-
gium.
Fourier transform spectra include the non negligible contribution of the instrumental line shape (ILS) of the spectrom-
eter, even at high resolution. To avoid biasing the information retrieved from these spectra, an accurate modeling of the
actual ILS of the spectrometer is required. Several methods have been developed to retrieve the ILS from Fourier transform
spectra of isolated lines at low pressure, either partiallya or completely,b,c including its wavenumber dependence for the
ACE-FTS.d
The present method builds upon the work of Boone and Bernath.5 It replaces the modeling of the wavenumber de-
pendence of the ILS adapted to the ACE-FTS instrument, which turned out not to be appropriate for high resolution
laboratory Fourier transform spectrometers, and accounts for the loss of information on the ILS resulting from the molec-
ular line shape. The method, implemented in a simple python script, will be presented and its performance compared with
linefit.3
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